TODAY, LET’S TALK ABOUT EVERYONE’S FAVORITE SUBJECT…PORTION CONTROL! WHEN WE SIT DOWN TO EAT, IT’S ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS WE SHOULD CONSIDER – BUT PROBABLY THE LAST THING WE WANT TO THINK ABOUT!

LONG GONE ARE THE DAYS OF EATING A MUFFIN OR BAGEL AND FEELING “SAFE” ABOUT THE CALORIC CONTENT. AS A MATTER OF FACT, WHEN RESEARCHERS MEASURED TYPICAL SERVINGS FROM TAKEOUT RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD CHAINS AND FAMILY-STYLE EATERIES, THEY FOUND THAT BAGELS WERE 195% LARGER THAN THE STANDARD SET BY THE USDA! MUFFINS WERE EVEN WORSE: 333%! COOKED PASTA EXCEEDED THE STANDARD BY 480%! UNFORTUNATELY, MY FAVORITE FOOD WAS THE ABSOLUTE WORST! (I COULD HAVE GUESSED THAT…) PRESENT-DAY COOKIES WERE A WHOPPING 7X THE USDA RECOMMENDED SERVING SIZE!

THE FIRST STEP TO SUCCESSFUL PORTION CONTROL IS LEARNING THE CORRECT SERVING SIZE – THE AMOUNT OF FOOD RECOMMENDED BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, SUCH AS “CHOOSE MY PLATE” FROM THE USDA. THE SERVING SIZE CAN USUALLY BE FOUND BY READING THE NUTRITIONAL LABEL OF AN ITEM. HOWEVER, THE PORTION IS THE AMOUNT OF FOOD OR DRINK AN INDIVIDUAL CHOOSES TO CONSUME. IN SOME CASES, THE PORTION EATEN IS LARGER THAN THE SERVING SIZE SIMPLY BECAUSE WE DON’T KNOW ANY BETTER! (MAKE THAT “MOST” CASES...& ACTUALLY, WE ALL 100% DO KNOW BETTER!)

PORTION CONTROL, AS YOU ALREADY KNOW, IS A MATTER OF LIMITING THE AMOUNT YOU EAT. HERE ARE 12 SIMPLE THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN ATTEMPTING TO DO SO:

1) USE PORTION CONTROL DISHWARE. PICK OUT SMALLER PLATES, BOWLS, CUPS AND GLASSWARE IN YOUR KITCHEN AND MEASURE WHAT THEY HOLD. ALSO USEFUL WOULD BE CALIBRATED SERVING UTENSILS.

2) LEARN HOW TO ESTIMATE SERVING SIZES. “BALLPARK” FOOD PORTION SIZES BY ESTIMATING SERVING SIZES IN COMPARISON TO KNOWN OBJECTS. REFER TO THE HANDOUT FOR AN EASY GUIDE!

3) LIMIT YOUR OPTIONS. THE MORE VARIETY WE HAVE AVAILABLE TO US, THE MORE WE’LL EAT! IT’S JUST HUMAN NATURE. BY LIMITING YOURSELF AT THE GROCERY STORE, YOU’LL FIND THAT YOU GET JUST A LITTLE LESS EXCITED WHEN IT COMES TO EATING SUPPER OR NIGHT TIME SNACKING. THAT COULD BE A GOOD THING!
4) **Measure accurately.** For foods and beverages, use gadgets like a measuring cup, tablespoon, teaspoon or a food scale. Not very fun, but for sure very effective!

5) **Dish out your servings separately.** Serve food from the stove onto plates rather than family-style at the table...then do not go back for seconds, unless it’s a plate of salad or some such. It’s a well established fact that the more you’re served, the more you’ll eat.

6) **Make your own single-serving packets.** Re-package bulk quantities of much-used items such as rice, pasta, and cereal into individual zipper bags so that when you’re in the mood for something, you’ll instantly see the number of portions you’re preparing. You could even take it one step further & include the number of calories on the baggie, using a Sharpie marker.

7) **Use your muffin tin for more than muffins!** You could make little omelets to take to work – tiny meat loaves – would you believe mac & cheese?! If you fill up the rest of your plate with some healthy veggies, it’ll be enough. You just have to **let it be enough!**

8) **Add the milk before the coffee.** When possible, pour your milk into the cup before adding the hot beverage to better gauge the amount used.

9) **Measure oil (& butter!) carefully.** This is especially important! Oils have so many calories that it’s not a good idea to pour it directly into your cooking pan or over foods. This can seriously make or break a meal, (not to mention a Monday weigh-in!) calorie-wise.

10) **Control portions when eating away from home.** An old Weight Watcher’s tip (I learned it from Ruthie, actually!) is to box up half before you even start eating! If you’re with a friend, you could split a meal. Always ask for salad dressing and/or sauces on the side. Some restaurants have special children’s and/or senior citizen’s menus. Those will have smaller serving sizes, so that could be helpful!

11) **This may seem like a strange tip, but don’t skip meals!** If we do miss a meal, most of us get so hungry that by the time we get a chance to eat, we eat too quickly—and I don’t have to tell you what happens then! Portion control will be a distant memory!

12) **Add vegetables.** This adds bulk & fiber, both of which help you feel full. For
EXAMPLE, PRIOR TO A MEAL, YOU COULD EAT A SALAD OR A CUP OF LOW-CAL VEGETABLE SOUP – OR YOU COULD ADD VEGGIES TO A CASSEROLE OR SANDWICH. BY FILLING UP ON FOODS WITH HIGHER VOLUME (FRUITS & VEGETABLES), WE CAN EASILY CONTROL OUR PORTIONS OF THE HIGHER CALORIE ITEMS! REMEMBER: EATING TOO MANY FRUITS & VEGETABLES IS DEFINITELY NOT WHAT BROUGHT US ALL TOGETHER TONIGHT!

HERE’S ONE MORE TIP I JUST THOUGHT OF...KEEP A FOOD RECORD! THERE’S NOTHING LIKE A REALITY CHECK TO KEEP YOU HONEST. LET’S FACE IT, WHEN YOU’RE SUPER HUNGRY, ONE SERVING JUST MIGHT EQUAL ONE CONTAINER! IF IT’S AN ITTY-BITTY CUP OF FAT FREE YOGURT, WELL – NO HARM, NO FOUL! HOWEVER, IF IT’S A GIANT BOX OR BAG OF (INSERT YOUR FAVORITE CRAZY SNACK FOOD HERE!) THEN YOU MIGHT HAVE A PROBLEM!!!

HOW DID YOU DO WITH “NO POPCORN” LAST WEEK?

OUR “NO!” FOOD FOR THIS WEEK: POTATOES IN ANY FORM: BAKED/MASHED/CHIPS, ETC.